
DAILY HOME WORK OF CLASS 5 
DATE -  22/09/2020 
 
WRITE 
 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
Q 1 Define all kinds of adjectives with 5 examples in sentences. 
 
**** 
Video class 5 English language chapter adjective (part 2) 
**** 
Q2 See the video and write essay in your fair copy. 
 
**** 
Video essay The Himalayas 
***'* 
 
COMPUTER 
Chapter 6 
Working with Tables in MS word 2010 
Go through the given video and frame 5 questions and answers in practice register and learn them. 
 
******** 
video - Working with tables in MS word 2010 - session 1 
******** 
 
SCIENCE 
Ch-7 Rocks , minerals and soil :- 
HOTS 
1-Trees die during soil erosion because of the lack of manure which also  get blown away with the soil. 
2- Quartzite is used to make statues because it is hard and resistant to stain. 
3-Pumice stone float in water because it is porous and has a lot of holes in it . 
(in c.w copy) 
 
********** 
Video - Class 5 Science Rocks , minerals and soil *(Part 9) 
********* 
 
ENGLISH LITERATURE 
L2- Tom Sawyer's Gang 
Practice sheet-2 
 
All questions/Ans  of L .4  in revision copy 
Q1. What did Jim do when he heard a noise? 
Q2. What happened to Hick when Jim sat down between him and Tom? 
Q3. Who is Jim? 
Q4. What was the name given to the band? 
Q5. Why was Huck not able to sit still? 
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S.ST. 
Ans4- Raja ram Mohan Roy is known as 'the maker of modern India'. He played a major role in in abolishing the Sati 
pratha. It was due to his efforts that lord William Bentinck enforced certain laws to abolish this evil practice. 
Ans5- The Moderates were those who tried to solve the problems with discussions, meetings and repeated request and 
the nationalists believed in some strong action like violence, threatening and hartals which day thought is needed to 
make the British understand their problems and their desire to be free. 
Ans6- The aim of this party was to get rid of the British rule.They sent arms and people to India and started to inspire the 
immigrant Indians to join the movement. It was dissolved after the independence of India in 1948. 
 
******* 
Video class 5 lesson 15 freedom struggle before Mahatma Gandhi. Session 1, 2 
****** 
 
MATHS 
Chapter-8 
 
1- Do the question number 1,3,5,7,9,11 & 13 of exercise 32 ( in CW copy) 
2- Do the question number 2,4,6,8,10 & 12 of exercise 32 ( in HW copy) 
 
***** 
Videos All Parts of Ch-8 
***** 
 
LEARN 
 
MATHS 



Learn "Things to Remember" ( Page number 107) 
 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
Essay with definition. 
 
S.S.T. 
Learn-written work 
 
SCIENCE 
Learn written work 


